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Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has achieved enormous success in describing the
interactions among the known fundamental constituents of nature, yet it fails to describe
phenomena for which there is very strong experimental evidence, such as the existence of
dark matter, and which point to the existence of new physics not included in that model;
beyond its existence, experimental data, however, have not provided clear indications as to
the nature of that new physics. The effective field theory (EFT) approach, the subject of this
review, is designed for this type of situations; it provides a consistent and unbiased framework
within which to study new physics effects whose existence is expected but whose detailed
nature is known very imperfectly. We will provide a description of this approach together
with a discussion of some of its basic theoretical aspects. We then consider applications
to high-energy phenomenology and conclude with a discussion of the application of EFT
techniques to the study of dark matter physics and it possible interactions with the SM. In
several of the applications we also briefly discuss specific models that are ultraviolet complete
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I. INTRODUCTION
Effective field theories (EFT) [1–3] 1, are an efficient and consistent way of dealing with degrees
of freedom that are either difficult to include exactly (e.g. calculating QCD effects at low energy,
where ab-initio calculations are impossible), or whose existence is hypothesized and constraints on
their properties are desired. For this last case a frequent application has been the parametrization
of the possible effects of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) in collider and high-precision
measurements, where one looks for deviations form the SM, and, absent those, to extract meaningful
constraints on classes of new physics, especially, the scale at which they become manifest. Another
application of this second type which has been gaining attention recently is the parameterization
of hypothesized couplings between dark matter (DM) the SM. Many of the concepts presented in
this review have appeared elsewhere, nonetheless we consider that there is a paucity of reviews
papers that discuss effective theories for both the SM and for DM physics, and so we believe this
contribution will be a useful addition to the literature.
There are two basic ingredient needed to construct an EFT: the canonical degrees of freedom
and their symmetries. Given these the process is straightforward: one simply writes all local
operators O involving the fields corresponding to these degrees of freedom, and which obey the






the w are commonly referred to as Wilson coefficients.
At this point, however, Leff is not useful or manageable, since there is an infinite number of w.
The formalism then needs a third and final ingredient [4]: a hierarchy among the O so that the













where the set of indices a has been segregated into subsets whose union cover all possible indices,
and the effects of L(n+1)eff will be subdominant to those fo L
(n)
eff . The specific hierarchy imposed on
the EFT depends on the situation and requires additional assumptions.
If we are interested in describing the effective interactions generated by particles much heavier
than the available energies, and we assume that the effects of such particles decouple, then the
1 There is a large number of review articles and several books that discuss effective theories, the ones selected
complement and deepen the discussion presented below. the reference list is not intended to be comprehensive
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EFT hierarchy is obtained by an expansion on the (inverse) scale of these heavy modes. If we are
interested in low-energy phenomena, then an expansion in powers of the momenta is appropriate,
and the hierarchy is defined by the number of derivatives in each O.
Once a hierarchy is selected the formalism becomes useful since the effects of L(n)eff can be
neglected for n sufficiently large because they will be smaller than the experimental error
There is another issue relevant for a consistent choice of hierarchy, and that concerns radiative
corrections. The Lagrangian eq. (1) is renormalizable, the reason is that any divergence generated
by it will correspond to a local operator obeying the symmetries of the theory, and since Leff
contains all operators, this divergences can be absorbed in a redefinition of one (or more) of the
w: finite results can be obtained by replacing wa → w(0)a = wa + δwa for appropriately chosen
counterterms δwa. However, if the hierarchy is to be useful, it must be the case that δwa for
a ∈ An (see eq. (2)) should only depend on the wb for b ∈ Al, l ≤ n. Otherwise the running of the
w will depend on couplings we are supposed to be able to ignore. In practical applications this
third conditions is obeyed.
A. Illustration
Consider QED with at energies well below the electron mass me; in these circumstances the
electrons cannot be observed directly, but their virtual effects generate photon self-interactions.














; Dµ = ∂µ + ieAµ , (3)
where e is the electron charge. The generating function of connected Green’s function, W [j] is
























2 Throughout this review we use the conventions of Itzykson & Zuber [5]
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; S = (i/∂ −me)−1 ,






Tr{(S /A)4}+ · · · , (6)
where 3 the terms odd in A are absent because of charge-conjugation symmetry and the first
(constant) term is independent of A.





Tr{(S /A)2} = − α
2π
∫









































+ · · · , (7)
where α = e2/(4π) and CUV = 2/(n− 4) + γEuler + ln(4πµ/me) (n is the dimension of space-time,
γEuler the Euler constant, and µ the renormalization scale). The power series in this expression is
accurate only as long as |k2|  m2e.






















The divergent term can be absorbed in a wave-function renormalization of the photon field. After





k2 = 0 , (9)
so that the photon propagator seems to have, aside form the usual k2 = 0 pole, another where
αGR = 2π; the (tachyonic) solution to the second relation, k2 ∼ −m2e exp(12π/α), is unphysical
since |k2|  m2e, in violation of the basic assumption behind an EFT expansion.
For the higher-order terms (in the number of fields) following this procedure is cumbersome,
but alternative methods are available for certain circumstances. For example, when Aµ is slowly
varying it is much simpler to use the Fock-Schwinger proper-time method [5, 6]. The idea is the
3 If 4a > 1, GR must be analytically continued using me → me − iε.
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= e tr 〈x |γµSA|x〉 = e tr
〈
x
∣∣∣∣γµ(i /D +me) 1H + iε
∣∣∣∣x〉 , (10)
where we replaced m2e → m2e− iε in H and the trace is over the Dirac matrix indices. Noting then
that H has an even number of γ matrices, that it commutes with /D, and that δH = e{i /D, δ /A}










eετ Tre−iτH , (11)
where Tr denotes the trace over both Dirac matrix indices and coordinates. For the case where
Fµν is a constant Tr exp(−iτH) is known [5]:






















where Fµν = eτFµν , the determinant is over the Lorentz indices and the trace over the Dirac
matrix ones. This expression can then be expanded in powers of the field (or, equivalently, power
of e):


















a = E2 −B2 , b = E ·B . (14)
The first term inside the bracket gives a divergent but Aµ-independent contribution to Seff. The
second term is also divergent and proportional to the free action
∫
d4xFµνF
µν ; it can be absorbed
in a wave-function renormalization of the Aµ field as in the previous calculation. Note that this
O(e2) term does not reproduce all of eq. (8) because are assuming here that Fµν is a constant.







d4x(a2 + 7b2) . (15)
This is the Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian [7] 4 that summarizes the leading photon-photon interac-
tions.
The low-energy Lagrangian is then composed of terms which are local and gauge invariant, they
are suppressed by power os 1/me and by numerical factors ∼ 1/(16π2). The first two characteristics
4 For a pedagogical derivation see [5, 6].
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follow form the large me expansion and from the fact that the charged fermion decouples [8–10]
5
in the me → ∞ limit. The numerical suppression occurs because the interactions induced by the
fermions are generated at 1 loop. We will see that all these features are reproduced in general.
B. Lessons learned
In the simple model of the previous section the effective theory at low energies exhibits several
features that are worth emphasizing.
The EFT is obtained by an expansion in inverse powers of me, and becomes unreliable when
applied to energies close to that scale, the scale of new physics. Effects obtained while ignoring
this limitation are unphysical (such as the spurious tachyonic pole briefly discussed below eq. (9)).
Not all terms are suppressed by inverse powers of me. For example, this is the case of the
divergent term ∝ CUV in eq. (8). But, as noted in the example above, such contributions are
unobservable, and can be absorbed in a renormalization of the low-energy parameters and fields.
This is a consequence of the decoupling theorem, discussed briefly in section II.
Lastly, the inverse powers of me the coefficients of the effective Lagrangian are additionally
suppressed by powers of the coupling constant e and by loop suppression factors ∼ 1/(16π2).
These last would not be present in coefficient of operators generated at tree level.
As we will see in the following sections, these are generic features, common to all EFT. the
first two are important in ensuring the EFT predictions are reliable and physical. The last is
useful in gauging the importance of the low-energy effects of heavy new physics, and in identifying
observable that can be more sensitive to them.
C. Effective field theory approach
The discussion above took advantage of our foreknowledge of both the light theory, containing
only photons, and the heavy physics, containing only the electron; because of this (and since the
models is perturbative) we were able to calculate all low-energy effects in terms of the electron
mass and charge.
The EFT approach is most useful in a related situation, where only the low-energy theory
(with its particle content and symmetries) is known. The effective Lagrangian can then be used to
estimate the possible low-energy (virtual) effects that could be generated by unknown new physics,
5 For a clear pedagogical discussion see [11].
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without specifying nature of that new physics – assuming only that the heavy and low-energy
theories are separated by an energy gap. In this scenario the low energy observable effects of the
heavy dynamics are parameterized by the coefficients of higher dimensional operators (the wa in
eq. (1)), which contain only light fields and respect the local symmetries of the light theory.























+ · · · , (16)
where Λ denotes the scale of the new physics generating these low-energy effects and c1, c2, . . .
depend on the nature of that physics. The effects of higher-dimensional terms (corresponding
to the ellipsis) are subdominant because of the increased number of inverse powers of Λ. In
addition, we will see (Sect. III B) that, independent of the type fo heavy physics (as long as
it is weakly coupled and decoupling), both operators listed are generated by loop diagrams; the
coefficients are suppressed by an additional numerical factor of 1/(4π)2 (in this respect the example
above is generic). Finally, gauge fields are universally coupled, so they appear together with the
corresponding gauge coupling: c1,2 ∝ e4. For the specific type of heavy physics considered above
Λ = me and c1 = (2/45) × [e4/(4π)2], c2 = (14/45) × [e4/(4π)2]; other types of new physics
will generate similar coefficients but with different numerical factors multiplying [e4/(4π)2](and a
different scale).
These results and observations can be readily applied to more realistic cases. We summarize
the application to SM physics in sections IV and V, and to some aspects of dark matter physics in
section VI.
II. THE EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN AND THE DECOUPLING THEOREM
Having provided a simple example and a general overview of the ideas behind EFT we now turn
to some of the theoretical underpinnings of this approach. In this section we look at two important
such aspects. We first discuss briefly the decoupling theorem, which provides the formal justification
of the expansion in eq. (1), and the types of physics for which it is useful. We then turn to the
role of gauge invariance in effective theories. We continue these formal considerations in Section
III with a discussion of the equivalence theorem, which allows for the elimination of a significant
number of terms in the effective Lagrangian (when low-energy applications are considered); we
conclude our formal considerations with a discussion of several aspects fo the estimation of the
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effective Lagrangian coefficients (the wa in eq. (1)) that are useful in providing reliable and natural
estimates of the effects of new physics.
A. Decoupling.
In the example above all observable effects of the heavy physics were suppressed by inverse
power of a heavy-physics scale. This is is not fortuitous, but follows from a general result known
as the decoupling theorem [8–10, 12]. In its simplest terms this theorem shows that if a theory has
light and heavy fields (denoted by φ and Φ) and if the action S[φ, Φ = 0] describes a renormalizable
theory for the light fields invariant under all low-energy local symmetries, then all observable effects
of the Φ at low energies are suppressed by inverse powers of the heavy Φ masses, where ‘low energy’
refers to energies well below those same heavy scales. Any low-energy effects of the Φ that grow
with the heavy scales can be absorbed in a renormalization of the parameters of the low-energy
theory.
The decoupling theorem then provides the conditions under which the low-energy observable
effects of some unspecified dynamics take the EFT form eq. (1) whose Wilson coefficients wa vanish





where the na are integers and the Λa heavy scales associated with the operator Oa. These operators
are local involve only light fields, and respect all the local symmetries of the light theory. The proof
of this theorem is perturbative, so it is also assumed that the heavy modes are weakly coupled.
There being excellent technical [10, 12] and pedagogical [11] reviews of the decoupling theorem,
we will provide no proof of this result, but will only comment on a basic though important point.
The basic premise of the theorem, that there are light and heavy fields, presupposes that the kinetic
and mass terms in the Lagrangian are diagonal; any mixing (e.g. a mass term of the form φΦ)
must be eliminated through appropriate field rotations before light and heavy fields are identified.
It is important to note that the EFT methodology is not restricted to situation where the
decoupling theorem hold. For example, one can use this approach to investigate the low energy
effects of a heavy Higgs particle in the SM [13–15].
Though any effect that grows with the Λa can be absorbed in a renormalization of the low-energy
parameters, and is therefore unobservable, Yet it has been argued [16–22] that such contributions
are unnatural when too large. The best know example of this argument pertains the Higgs mass,
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which gets a contribution ∝ Λ2 from a variety of new physics 6. Arguing that such contributions
should be at most of order m2Higgs leads to an upper (naturality) bound on the scale of heavy
physics. This argument is an independent assumption and does not follow from the decoupling
theorem.
B. The role of gauge invariance
At various points in the above discussion we have insisted that the effective operators must
respect the local symmetries of the light theory. In this section we wish to examine this constraint.
We begin by reviewing a construction, originally due to Stückelberg [23] that allows to describe
any Lagrangian as that of a gauge theory when a specific gauge is chosen. We then comment on
the implications of this result.
1. The Stückelberg construction
We begin with a theory that contains a number of vector bosons Wnµ , n = 1, 2, . . . , N and other
fields, that we denote collectively by χ; their interactions is described by an action S[W,χ]. What
we like to do is to construct a gauge theory whose action reduces to this same S in the unitary
gauge.
To this end we choose a gauge group G of dimension N (which may or may not be simple) with
generators {Tn} that we choose Hermitian and normalized according to
tr {TnTm} = δnm . (18)
Using these we define a derivative operator




Next we introduce a field U which is unitary, with U(x) ∈ U(N) for all x; for reasons that will
become clear we refer to U as an auxiliary field. We assume that the infinitesimal transformation







6 There are similar contributions ∝ vSM2 from SM particles, where vSM is the SM vacuum expectation value.
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These fields are invariant under G gauge transformations assuming that (i) the W transform as
gauge fields, and (ii) eq. (20) gives the transformation rule for U . In addition there is a gauge
choice for which U = 1, which we call the unitary gauge, also
W|unit. gauge = W (22)
It follows that if we replace W → W in S we obtain a gauge invariant Lagrangian S[W, χ] which
reverts to S[W,χ] in the unitary gauge.
Since any Lagrangian can be taken as a gauge theory, one may question whether the requirement
of gauge invariance has any content [24]. In fact, it does:
• Note that in the above construction all matter fields are gauge singlets. So in this case there
are no predictions such as lepton universality, which are accurately versified by observations.
Within the above formalism such results would be accidental.
• The action S[W, χ] involves a unitary field, and so it will become strongly coupled at suf-
ficiently high energies. For the case where the low-energy theory is the SM this scale is
∼ 4πvSM ' 3 TeV. The model is not useful at higher energies.
• Gauge transformations do not mix terms with different canonical dimensions. It follows that
all terms in S[W, χ] with a given dimension are separately gauge invariant, in particular all
terms with dimension ≤ 4. If one uses this for the case of the SMEFT and the fact that all
experimental constraints are consistent (to a high accuracy) withe the dimension ≤ 4 being
a gauge theoiry with group SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1) then strngly suggests G is then identical
to this group, or at least contains it.
Because of these points the fact that the Stückelberg procedure can be used to “gauge invariantize”
any theory does not diminish the importance and relevance of requiring the effective operators to
be gauge invariant under the SM gauge group, and with matter fields transforming non-trivially.
Before closing this section we also remark on the classical results of Cornwall et al. [25, 26]
(see also. [27]), where they showed that any model containing scalars, vector and fermion that is
unitary at tree level is a spontaneously broken gauge theory, assuming all terms in the Lagrangian
have at most 2 fermions and at most 4 vectors.
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III. FORMAL DEVELOPMENTS
Before proceeding with the construction of effective theories for the SM and for dark-matter
physics we take a detour to discuss a few formal aspects of the EFT approach.
A. The equivalence theorem – independent operators and the equation of motion.
The equivalence theorem 7[28–34] is a consequence of the re-parameterization freedom in quan-
tum field theories. Its main application in the context of effective field theories is the following.
Suppose that, to lowest order in 1/Λ, two operators O and O′ obey




where a is a constant, A a local operator composed of light fields and their derivatives, and Slight
the action of the light fields (denoted collectively by χ), then the S matrix will depend on w+ aw′
(where w, w′ are the Wilson coefficients of O, O′, respectively), and not on these Wilson coefficients
independently.
Several remarks are in order. First, though this is obtained to lowest order in 1/Λ it can be
extended to O(1/Λn) provided Slight is replaced with the EFT up to order 1/Λ
n−1. Second, this is
a low-energy result, it implies that at such scales the effects of O and O′ cannot be differentiated,
the heavy physics may generate both operators through quite independent processses
1. The equivalence theorem in quantum mechanics
Before considering the situation for field theory we present a simple (1-dimensional) quantum
mechanical example that illustrates the results, as well as some of the technical issues involved.




mẋ2 − V (x) , (24)
and modify it by adding a term that vanishes when the classical equations of motion hold
L→ Lε = L− εA(x)(mẍ+ V ′) ,
= L+ ε(mA′ẋ2 −AV ′) + Ḃ , (25)
7 This name is shared a quite unrelated result that relates the high-energy effects of gauge bosons in spontaneously
broken gauge theories to those of the related pure-scalar theory
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where B = −εmẋA. Dropping the last term (since it does not affect the classical dynamics), and




+ V + ε
(





Next we consider the quantum theory obtained from Hε. This operator has an ordering ambi-
guity that we resolve by replacing
A′p2 → 1
4
{{p,A′}, p} . (27)














thus, to first order in ε, Hε and Hε=0 are unitarily equivalent and, to this order, the physics derived
from either is the same. This is the form the equivalence theorem takes in this simple example: if
we add to the Lagrangian a term that vanishes when the classical equations of motion are obeyed,
the perturbative dynamics is unchanged.
2. The equivalence theorem in field theory
Now, for the case of field theory we provide only a sketch of the proof, that ignores for the most
part renormalization issues. We will also restrict ourselves to the case where the light fields reduce
to a single spinless boson χ, and we denote the light-field Lagrsangian by Llight. Suppose there
are two local operators O, O′, generated by some heavy physics of scale Λ, and which are related
by




where a is a constant and A is another local operator. We assuming for definiteness that the
leading observable contributions from the new physics are described by operator of dimension 6
and that O, O′ belong to this set, so their Wilson coefficients are of the form c/Λ2. Then




cO + c′O′ + · · ·
)
+O(Λ−3) . (30)
If we replace in this expression χ→ χ+ cA/Λ2 we obtain




(c+ ac′)O + · · ·
]
+O(Λ−3) ; (31)
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so, with this change of variables, the effective action does not depend on c, c′ independently but




























+ · · ·
}
. (32)
But, since A is a local operator Tr(δA/δχ) will consist of terms proportional to δ(4)(x = 0) and its
derivatives, all of which vanish if we use dimensional regularization [11] 8.

























The last term, containing jA does not contribute to the S matrix, unless A has a term linear in χ
(otherwise A does not generate single-particle poles and the corresponding terms will vanish under
‘amputation’); if A does have a contribution linear in χ, A = bχ + · · · then this can be absorbed











will produce the same S matrix as W , whence the S matrix depends on c+ ac′ only.
As noted above, this is a statement about the low-energy effects of the heavy physics: to order
1/Λ2 the effects of O and O′ cannot be differentiated; this is a property of the light theory in the
sense that the relation in eq. (29) depends on Slight. It is also easy to see that the equivalence of
operators of dimension n is determined by the terms of Leff up to and including dimension n − 1
(which replace as Llight in the calculation).
It is important to note that the equivalence theorem refers to S matrix elements, not to Green’s
functions. The former only depend on c + ac′, while the latter will in general depend on c and c′
each multiplied by different momentum-dependent functions.
8 If one uses another regularization scheme one can see that these terms can be absorbed in a renormalization of
the light Lagrangian Llight.
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Since the effects of O′ cannot be distinguished from those of O (to this order in 1/Λ), one
can drop the former operator from Leff . This is the practical use of this equivalence theorem: it
reduces the number of operators, adn therefore the number of unknown Wilson coefficients, from
the effective theory. Elimination of operators can be done in a systematic way [35]; using this
procedure for the case where the SM is the light theory, the reduced basis of dimension 6 operators
is presented in section IV.
3. Field theory example
Consider the case where Slight corresponds to a real scalar, and is symmetric under χ → −χ,









and the dimension 6 operators 9 are
χ6 , χ3χ , (χ)2 . (37)




χ3 = 0 ; (38)
























This means that to O(1/Λ2) the low-energy physics cannot distinguish between the effects of χ3χ
and the operator (6m2/λ)χ4 +χ6; moreover, the effects of the first (quartic) term can be absorbed
in a finite renormalization of λ, namely λ−w(6m2)/(Λ2λ)→ λ, where w is the operator coefficient
for O. With this we see that χ3χ is equivalent to χ6. One can follow a similar procedure to show
that, modulo finite renormalizations, (χ)2 is also equivalent to χ6. This example shows that, for
this toy model, all the O(1/Λ2) effects of any type of heavy physics are parameterized by a single
Wilson coefficient, that of χ6.
It is an instructive exercise to show this equivalence perturbatively using Feynman diagrams.






9 The parity symmetry forbids dimension 5 operators.
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which, according to the above theorem, should be equivalent to O = χ6 with a = −λ/6 in eq. (29).
The vertices generated by O, O′ are
O : i6! c
Λ2
;





(m2 − k2i ) ; (41)
where ki is the incoming momentum for the i-th legs. Consider next the contribution of these






The contribution from O, O′ are generated by diagrams of the form
(43)
For O′ they are of two kinds: those where the factor m2 − k2 corresponds to an external leg,
and those where it corresponds to an internal line. The first group of diagrams do not contribute
to the cross section since they will vanish when the external propagators are amputated and the
(external) momenta are on-shell. The second class of diagrams do contribute to the cross section;
moreover, the factor m2 − k2 identically cancels the internal propagator, leaving only a factor of





= 20 ways of attaching 3 of the the ‘standard’ χ4 vertex legs to the
external lines. The amplitude is then
AO′ = 20× (−iλ)× (−i)× i
6 c′
Λ2




+ · · · , (44)
where the ellipses denote terms that do not contribute to the cross section. This is the same result
as obtained using the equivalence theorem.
B. Loop and tree generated operators.
When the new physics is weakly coupled and decoupling the Wilson coefficient for an operator
O is of the form c/Λn, where n − 4 is the canonical dimension of O. Depending on the details of
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the new physics, the coefficient c can be generated at tree level or at one or higher loops (by graphs






where L is the lowest number of loops at which O is generated. The factor generated by the
momentum integration, can differ from ∼ 1/(16π2) by a numerical constant of O(1), so the above
expression should be considered only as an order of magnitude estimate.
The above observation regarding the structure of c is useful in phenomenological applications
of EFT. As noted previously this approach is valid and useful in cases where the new physics is not
directly observed, so that its effects are noticed by deviations from the established low-energy theory
(e.g. the Standard Model). The largest deviations can then be expected in processes involving
operators with the largest (or to be more accurate, the least suppressed) Wilson coefficients, and
these correspond to operators that are generated at tree level.
Unfortunately which operators are generated at tree level depends on the details of the new
physics. In contrast, there are operators that are always generated by loops [33, 36] 10, independent
of the details of the new physics. We refer to this last set as “loop generated (LG) operators”.
Operators that are not LG may or may not be generated at tree level, depending on the details of
the (unknown) new physics, and we refer to them as “potentially tree generated (PTG) operators”.
Therefore, the set of operators of a given dimension can be separated in two subsets: LG and PTG
operators.
We illustrate these results by considering the dimension 6 operators in the SMEFT. To this
end assume that the underlying physics is described by a spontaneously broken gauge theory with
gauge vectors V , scalars ϑ and fermions ζ, that can be separated into light and heavy fields:
V = {A (light); X (heavy)} , ϑ = {φ (light); Φ (heavy)} , ζ = {ψ (light); Ψ (heavy)} . (46)
We denote the group structure constants by f (that we can assume fully antisymmetric), and the
generators by T ; we also denote light gauge indices (associated with the A) by l, and heavy gauge
indices (associated with X) by h. We will also assume that the underlying gauge symmetry is
broken spontaneously (in one or more steps) leaving no physical Goldstone bosons. Then we make
the following observations
• The light generators close into an algebra; symbolically [Tl, Tl] = Tl, which implies fllh = 0.
Therefore there are no AAX and AAAX vertices.
10 At least as long as the underlying theory is assumed to be a local quantum field theory containing scalars, fermions
and vectors.
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• The ζ-ζ-V couplings are generated by the fermion kinetic terms in the underlying theory,
then, since the light (unbroken) generators Tl do not mix light and heavy modes, there are
no ψ-Ψ-A vertices.
• Similarly, The ϑ-ϑ-V couplings are generated by the fermion kinetic terms in the underlying
theory, so there are no φ-Φ-A vertices
• Only the heavy scalars get a large vacuum expectation value: 〈Φ〉 ∼ Λ, the vectors Th 〈Φ〉
point along the Goldstone directions that are orthogonal to the physical scalars.
• Finally, we note that the SM quantum number assignments forbid the cubic vertex φ3
Summarizing, the forbidden vertices are [36]:
cubic : φφφ, AφΦ, AψΨ, AAφ, AφX, φXX, AAΦ, AXΦ, AAX ,
quartic : AAφΦ, AAAX . (47)
Next we consider all dimension 6 operators involving SM fields and ask (i) what type of tree-level
graphs can generate them; and (ii) whether all these graphs involve vertices of the type eq. (47). If
the answer to the second question is ‘yes’ then the operator in question is of the LG type, otherwise









where we ignored all gauge indices. This results implies that, should the underlying theory be
weakly coupled and decoupling, the Wilson coefficients of these three classes of operators will be
suppressed by a factor 1/(16π2) ∼ 0.006 and their observable effects will be correspondingly weaker:
LG operators may provide striking signals, but the corresponding event rates will be negligible.
As an example, we consider the NP effects on the so-called triple vector-boson vertices (such
as NP contributions to the WWγ coupling). These correspond to the first class of operators in
eq. (48), so the deviations from the SM will be of order m2w/(4πΛ)
2. A limit of 0.02 [37] on this
Wilson coefficient then implies Λ > 45GeV, which is not useful. In order to probe physics at scales
∼ 3TeV these effects must be measured to precision ∼ 5× 10−6.
Operators not of the types eq. (48) may or may not be generated at tree-level by the underlying
theory. For the SMEFT these include 11 4-fermion operators of the form (ψ̄RγµψR)(ψ̄Rγ
µψR)
11 The complete list of dimension 6 operators for the SMEFT, together with their classification as LG or PTG types
is presented in section IV.
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that are generated at tree-level only if the underlying theory contains a heavy vector boson with
appropriate couplings to the ψR. Absent such a particle this operator may still be generated, but
only at 1 or higher loops.
C. Naturality considerations
Radiative corrections can be calculated in effective field theories as in any other quantum
field theory. In a loop expansion the observed physical quantities are calculated as a sum of the
contributions from tree-level, 1 loop, 2 loops, etc. processes 12. Symbolically
℘physical = ℘tree + ℘1−loop + ℘2−loops + · · · , (49)
which is useful provided the higher orders do not dominate, in this case the theory is called
natural. It is important to not that though this naturality condition may seem quite reasonable,
it does not follow that unnatural theories are mathematically inconsistent, but only that the usual
perturbative approach is not useful in such cases. It is important to note that not only theories
with small parameters are natural; the standard example is the theory of strong interactions at low
energies as described by a chiral Lagrangian [38–41]. Here we summarize some of the consequences
of imposing the naturality requirement on generic effective field theories
As a first step we consider an effective operator containing b bosonic fields (denoted symbolically
by B), f fermionic fields F and d derivatives D, so that its generic form is
O ∼ DdBbF f . (50)




, ∆O = dim(O)− 4 = d+ b+
3
2
f − 4 ; (51)
where we allow an explicit dependence on the number of boson and fermion fields (the dependence
on d is determined by dimensionality). We will only be interested in obtaining order of magnitude
estimates on the coefficients λ for which purpose no further differentiation among operators with
the same b and f is needed.
Now, consider an L-loop graph that renormalizes O, and which has Ib internal bosonic lines, If
internal fermionic lines, and whose vertices are generated by a series of operatros {Ov}. The naive
12 We assume that there is a tree-level term but the argument is readily expanded to cases where the first non-
vanishing contribution occurs at n loops. We will not discuss the summability of this series.
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degree of divergence of such a graph is
Ndiv = 4L− 2Ib − If +
∑
dv − d =
∑
v
∆Ov −∆O , (52)
where the last equality follows from the standard expressions relating the number of internal lines
to the number of vertices.
If we now assume that the effective theory is regularized by an ultraviolet cutoff of order Λ
(the limit of applicability of the theory), then the above graph will get Ndiv powers of Λ from the
loop integrations and −∆Ok from the Wilson coefficient for each of the vertices. As a result the
total power of Λ is −∆O, the same as in the Wilson coefficient for O in eq. (51), as required for
consistency.
Next we derive the constraints on the couplings λ(b, f) derived from naturality as defined above.
The graph under consideration generates a radiative contribution




λ(bv, fv) , (53)
and naturality requires δλ . λ, with the naturality ‘limit’ being δλ ∼ λ. Imagine now that we
replace any of the vertex operators Ov with another one with two additional identical boson fields:
Ov → B2Ov. Correspondingly we have a graph contributing to wO derived from the previous
one where these two additional bosons fields are contracted. In the new graph the Ov coupling is
replaced by λ(bv + 2, fv), and this graph also has an additional loop (from the contraction of the
new boson fields), so there is an additional factor of 1/(16π2). In the naturality limit both this
and the old graph give similar contributions to wO whence
1
16π2
λ(bv + 2, fv) ∼ λ(bv, fv) ⇒ λ(b, f) = (4π)b−2λ(2, f) . (54)
Similarly for fermions we find λ(b, f) ∼ (4π)f−2λ(b, 2). Combining these results, and including the
case of purely bosonic and purely fermionic operators we find
λ(b, f) ∼ (4π)NO λ̄ , NO = b+ f − 2 , (55)
so that NO + 2 is the number of fields (bosonic + fermionic) in O. Using this we obtain the





Now, if Ndiv = 0 the graph is logarithmically divergent, while if Ndiv > 0 the graph has
a logarithmic subdivergence, which is is of interest because it is the logarithmic divergences that
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generate the renormalization group (RG) running of the Wilson coefficients. Writing wO = cO/Λ
∆O
we find that this logarithmic term, denoted by δlogcO, is given by
Ndiv = 0 : δlogcO = (4π)
NO × power of ln Λ .





× power of ln Λ ; (57)
where m represents a mass in the light theory. Thus, graphs with power divergences (Ndiv > 0)
generate sub-leading contributions to the RG running of the Wilson coefficients; leading effects
stem from Ndiv = 0 graphs for which
∑
v ∆Ov = ∆O (cf. eq. (52)).
All operators have ∆O ≥ 0 except super-renormalizable vertices (b = 3, d = f = 0) for which
∆O = −1; the corresponding vertices have then dimensional coefficients. If these are of O(m),
their effect on the RG running is subdominant, but not if they are O(Λ). In this last case, however,
this term also generates a tree-level mass of O(Λ) for at least one of the scalars involved in this
cubic interaction (unless the theory is fine tuned); but then such particle would not belong to
the low-energy theory: barring fine-tuning, O(Λ) coefficients of super-renormalizable vertices are
absent.
The above arguments imply that the leading RG effects are generated by operators with ∆O ≥ 0,
and correspond to graphs satisfying
∑
v ∆Ov = ∆O. In particular, the leading RG effects for O
are generated by operators with ∆Ov ≤ ∆O. This is of interest because, for weakly coupled
and decoupling NP, we have imposed a hierarchy on the effective Lagrangian determined by the
canonical dimension of the operators, and we have argued that experimental precision allows us
to ignore all operators with a sufficiently large dimension. This argument then implies that the
leading RG running of the Wilson coefficients of the operators we retained is generated also by the
retained operators, there is no RG ‘feeding down’ from operators we ignored.
We will not discuss here the renormalization group running of the Wilson coefficients nor their
anomalous dimensions. For the case of the EFT constructed ‘above’ the SM these issues are amply
studied in the literature [42–47].
The above results can be generalized in a convenient way by defining the ‘index’ sO of an
operator O by
sO(u) = ∆O +
u− 4
2
NO ; 0 ≤ u ≤ 4 , (58)
where we recall that ∆O + 4 is the canonical dimension of O, and NO + 2 the total number of
fields in O. The real paramter u will be discussed below. In terms of this index the naive degree
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sOv − sO + (4− u)L . (59)





sOv + (4− u)L ≥
∑
v
sOv ≥ sOv , (60)
which implies that the leading RG running of cO is generated by operators of lower or equal index.





where Ls denotes all terms with index s, then the RG evolution of Ls is generated by the Ls′ with
s′ ≤ s.
We consider three examples; the parameters b, f, d are defined in eq. (50).
1. Assume u = 1 in a theory with only fermion fields (b = 0) and where all operators have at
least one derivative (d ≥ 1). In this case s = d− 1 and the generic form of naturality bound








where ∆ = d + 3f/2 − 4. An example of when this situation is of interest is in a nonlinear
realization of supersymmetry [48, 49] where the Lagrangian is
LNL SUSY = −
1
2κ2





∂ µ ψ̄ . (63)
When expanded, LNL SUSY generates a series of operators of the form eq. (50) with b = 0, f =





which relates the parameter κ to the scale of the physics underlying this model. Alternatively
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2. Assume u = 2. Then the index is independent of the number of boson fields in the operator,








where ∆ = d+ b+ 3f/2− 4. An interesting case where this applies is for the case of chiral
theories (here considered without fermions, f = 0, for simplicity). Defining the unitary field














+ · · ·+ c̄2n
f2n−4π
× ∂2nUk + · · · . (66)
This then gives fπ = Λφ and c̄2n . (4π)2−2n. It is worth noting that when this formalism is
applied to low-energy meson physics [38, 41, 50], the experimentally derived constraints on
the c̄2n coefficients are consistent with this bound.






If we use the same arguments for a dimensionless couplings of a renormalizable theory we
find that Yukawa couplings are bounded by (4π) while scalar self-interaction couplings are
bound by (4π)2. These are the standard perturbativity bounds [22, 51–57]: larger values
of these couplings indicate a breakdown in perturbation theory in the sense that radiative
corrections are comparable to tree-level contributions. This, of course, does not necessarily
imply that the theory is then inconsistent.
IV. THE SM EFFECTIVE THEORY UP-TO OPERATORS OF DIMENSION 7
In this section, we will discuss the effective operators that can be constructed up to mass
dimension seven using Standard Model as known physics, i.e.








where the O(n)i are gauge-invariant local operators with mass dimension n constructed using SM
fields and their derivatives, and the c
(n)
i are unknown coefficients.
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The field content therefore consists of φ, the SM scalar isodoublet; l and q, left-handed lepton
and quark isodoublets, respectively; e the right-handed charged leptons (we drop the subindex R
to simplify the notation), and u, d right-handed up and down-type quarks respectively. We use
D for the covariant derivatives, and denote the SU(3)c, SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge fields by G, W
and B, respectively. We shall occasionally consider the possibility that the low-energy spectrum
contains right-handed neutrinos, which we then denote by ν.
A. EFT Operators of dimension five
In this section we construct all possible dimension 5 effective operators using SM fields; our goal
is purely pedagogical as the result is well known.
A generic operator eq. (50) with f fermions, b bosons13, and d derivatives has dimension (3/2)f+
b+ d, where f must be even; then, a dimension 5 operator f ≤ 2. If f = 0, then b+ d = 5 which,
given the SM field content, one can readily verify correspond to operators that violate gauge and/or
Lorentz invariance; it follows that f = 2 = b + d. When d = 2 Lorentz invariance demands an
operator of the form ψ̄γµγνD
µDνψ′ (up to integration by parts), the fermions must then have
opposite chiralities, whence the operator violates gauge invariance. When d = 1 the fermions must
have the same chirality and the operator must have one scalar isodoublet; by going through all
possible fermion pairs one can readily see that the operator would again violate gauge invariance.
Finally, when d = 0 the operator contains two scalar isodoublets and two fermions with opposite
chiralities; again going through all the possibilities one can check that the only gauge-invariant
operator of this kind is 14
O(5)lφ = N̄N
c , N = φ†εl ; (69)
where the superscript c denotes charge conjugation, ε = −iτ2 (with τ2 the usual Pauli matrix)
acting on gauge indices, and we have suppressed family indices. This the single dimension 5
operator that can be constructed using SM fields, as first noted by Weinberg [58] . The operator
O(5)lφ violates lepton number L by two units, so its scale Λ is naturally associated with that of L















13 Here we will use the fact that vector bosons appear only inside covariant derivatives, and field strengths are
expressed of commutators of such derivatives. Hence, a boson refers to the SM scalar isodoublet.
14 The notation is motivated by the fact that in the unitary gauge N = (vSM/
√
2)νL + · · · .
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where vSM denotes the SM vacuum expectation value and h the Higgs field. The h-independent
term corresponds to a Majorana mass term for the neutrinos. There is a vast body of work that
concerns the effects and possible origins of this effective operator, ranging from neutrino oscillations
to the baryon asymmetry of the universe. These considerations, however fall outside the scope of
this review so we limit ourselves to referring the reader to the literature [19, 59–65]; we merely
remark that the smallness of the neutrino mass is naturally associated with a very large Λ.
If light right-handed neutrinos are present, two additional 5 dimensional operators can be con-
structed,
O(5)νφ = (ν̄ν
c)(φ†φ) , O(5)νB = ν̄σ
µννcBµν (71)
The effects and possible origins of these operators are discussed in [66, 67].
B. EFT Operators in dimension six
A number of publications have provided lists of dimension 6 operators without right-handed
neutrinos (ν) [35, 68, 69]. A careful discussion of the equivalence theorem as applied to the SM
effective theory is provided in [35]; this reference also gives a list of operators that cannot be further
reduce using the equations of motion. This list is not unique (see e.g. [33]), but it is irreducible.
In the following we adopt this operator basis (commonly called the Warsaw basis), which contains
59 operators (for a single family) that conserve lepton and baryon number. For completeness these
operators are listed in Tables I and II.
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X3 (LG) φ6 and φ4D2 (PTG) ψ2φ3 (PTG)






ρ Oφ |φ|2|φ|2 Ouφ (|φ|2)(q̄purφ̃)








X2φ2 (LG) ψ2Xφ (LG) ψ2φ2D (PTG)











































†τ Iφ W̃ IµνB
µν OdB (q̄pσµνdr)φBµν Oφud i(φ̃†Dµφ)(ūpγµdr)
TABLE I. Dimension-six operators other than the four-fermion ones (φ̃ = iσ2φ
∗, and the subindices p, r
denote family labels).
When right-handed neutrinos, denoted by ν are added to the low-energy theory, there are
additional B and L conserving operators (table III). Operators violating baryon number (with
and without ν) are listed in table IV. It is worth noting that there all operators involving only
right-handed neutrinos and vectors can be eliminated using the equations of motion.
C. Higher dimensions and other developments
There are several publications listing the effective operators of dimension 7 [70, 71], dimension
8 [72] and dimension 9 [73]. There are also studies on the general structure of the EFT bases [74]
and software is available for generating bases of arbitrary dimension [75]. A Hilbert-series method
for constructing effective operators is discussed in [76]. Practical applications of these results are
limited as the effects are suppressed by increasingly higher values of the new physics scale Λ. As
an example we present the list of dimension 7 operators in appendix A, here we only remark that
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(L̄L)(L̄L) (PTG) (R̄R)(R̄R) (PTG) (L̄L)(R̄R (PTG))
Oll (l̄pγµlr)(l̄sγµlt) Oee (ēpγµer)(ēsγµet) Ole (l̄pγµlr)(ēsγµet)
O(1)qq (q̄pγµqr)(q̄sγµqt) Ouu (ūpγµur)(ūsγµut) Olu (l̄pγµlr)(ūsγµut)
O(3)qq (q̄pγµτ Iqr)(q̄sγµτ Iqt) Odd (d̄pγµdr)(d̄sγµdt) Old (l̄pγµlr)(d̄sγµdt)
O(1)lq (l̄pγµlr)(q̄sγ
µqt) Oeu (ēpγµer)(ūsγµut) Oqe (q̄pγµqr)(ēsγµet)
O(3)lq (l̄pγµτ
I lr)(q̄sγ



































TABLE II. Four-fermion operators conserving baryon number (the subindices p, r, s and t denote family
labels).
all such operators violate lepton and/or baryon number conservation.
We close this section by mentioning a few other approaches to probe physics beyond the SM
within the EFT approach. [77] and [78] provide classifications of EFT operators in relation to
classes of UV complete models and discuss their relevance to specific experimental observables;
the Mathematica based package CoDEx [79] has been developed to compute the Wilson coefficients
of an effective operator generated by a UV complete model. The relationship of the approached
followed above to a low energy effective theory below electroweak symmetry breaking is discussed
in [80].
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Oduνe (d̄γµu)(ν̄γµe) Oquνl (q̄u)(ν̄l) Oνφ (φ†φ)(l̄νφ̃)
Ouν (ūγµu)(ν̄γµν) Oqν |q̄ν|2 Oφν i(φ†Dµφ)(ν̄γµν)
Odν (d̄γµd)(ν̄γµν) Olν |l̄ν|2 ODν (l̄Dµν)Dµφ̃
Oeν (ēγµe)(ν̄γµν) Oleν (l̄ν)ε(l̄e) OD̄ν (Dµ l̄ν)Dµφ̃
Oν 12 (ν̄γµν)(ν̄γ
µν) Oqdν (l̄ν)ε(q̄d) OνW (l̄σµντ Iν)φ̃W Iµν
Oqν (q̄γµq)(ν̄γµν) Oldqν (q̄ν)ε(l̄d) OνB (l̄σµνν)φ̃Bµν
O`ν (¯̀γµ`)(ν̄γµν) Oνφ (φ†φ)(l̄νφ̃) Oφφν i(ν̄γµe)(φT εDµφ)
TABLE III. Dimension 6 four-fermion operators conserving lepton and baryon number containing right-
handed neutrinos ν (family indices are omitted)
∆B = 0, ∆L = 4 ∆B = ∆L = 1
Oν (ν̄νc)2 Oqdν (q̄qc)(d̄νc) Oql (q̄qc)(q̄lc)
Ouνd (ūνc)(d̄dc) Oque (q̄qc)(ūec)





TABLE IV. Dimension 6 four-fermion operators violating lepton and/or baryon number, with and without
right-handed neutrinos ν (family labels omitted).
V. OBSERVABILITY OF SMEFT EFFECTS
We now turn to the application of EFT developed in the previous sections to specific high-energy
processes. There is an enormous number of examples of such applications, and it is not our intent
to provide a thorough overview, but limit ourselves to a few illustrative cases.
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A. Example 1: Effects of EFT in determining the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling.
With the discovery of the Higgs scalar at the LHC [81, 82] the full particle content of the
Standard Model was confirmed. So far, the measured properties of this scalar particle favor those
expected from the SM Higgs (an isodoublet with Y = 1/2), yet accurate confirmation is still lacking
(though progress continues); for a detailed review see Ref. [83]. Effective operators have played a
key role in estimating the possible effects of physics beyond the SM in Higgs related observable(s).
The relevant operators (cf. table I) are 15
PTG: Oφ Oφ Ouφ Odφ Oeφ
LG (CP conserving) : OφB OφW OφG
LG (CP violating) : OφB̃ OφW̃ OφG̃
(72)
As an interesting example, Higgs-top Yukawa coupling yt is not still well measured, and even its
sign is unknown [83] (relative to that of the WWh coupling). The main channels through which
the Higgs-top Yukawa coupling can be accessed are htt̄ production, or h→ γγ decay. However, htt̄
production receives its main contributions from terms not involving yt and also has a significant
NLO and higher order QCD corrections [84]; while the Higgs to photon decay process is suppressed
since it generated only at one loop. Therefore, single top production in association with Higgs, see
Fig. 1, proves to be an important channel where the Higgs top Yukawa coupling can be also probed.
The two contributing diagrams interfere constructively or destructively depending on their relative
phase, and since they have similar magnitudes, this process is particularly sensitive to the sign of
yt [85]. Moreover, the SM predicts the interference will be destructive, suppressing SM effects and
making this reaction particularly sensitive to new physics effects.
Assuming yt is a free parameter to be determined, and assuming the standard WWh coupling,
it was shown in ref. [86] that LHC data disfavors values yt < −0.9 (in our conventions yt = 1 in
the SM). However, new physics effects may manifest themselves not only in a non-standard value
for yt, and the situation becomes more involved once all other EFT contributions
16 to the process
are included. For example, the operator
Oφud = i(φ̃†Dµφ)(t̄γµb) ; (73)
(see table I; we replaced u3 = t, d3 = b for the right-handed 3rd generation quarks) will contribute
to the single top thj production (j represents a light-quark jet) and interferes with the SM am-
plitude, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that there are other operators that can also contribute (cf.
15 The operator |φ|2|Dµφ|2 is redundant [35] and is therefore not included.
16 A non-standard value of yt corresponds to a contribution form the operator Ouφ when u = t: δyt = −wtφvSM2/Λ2.
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tables I ,II): OdW , OuW and OφW that are LG and whose contributions are suppressed by a factor
∼ 1/16π2, as well as Ouφ, Oφ and O
(3)
φq and several 4-fermion operators, that are PTG.
FIG. 1. Diagrams contributing tH+light jet production at the LHC. The two graphs on the left receive SM
contributions, the one on the right is an example of a purely effective operator contribution 73 that can
interfere with the SM amplitude.
A full investigation of the top Yukawa coupling, allowing for non-SM effects must therefore
consider the possible effects of these higher-dimensional operators. A partial analysis in this direc-
tion, assuming yt has its SM value was published in [87]. The authors are not aware of a complete
analysis where no a-priori assumptions are made.
SMEFT has been used to probe other properties of Higgs boson, such as its coupling to the gauge
bosons[88], the CP properties of Higgs [89], and Higgs self coupling [90, 91]. The role of modified
kinematics [92], event ratios [93], and differential SMEFT [94] have been pursued extensively to
constrain NP effects in Higgs interactions.
B. Example 2: Same sign dilepton events generated by a dimension 7 operator
In general, the effects of operators with dimension ≥ 7 are difficult to observe because of their
small couplings ∝ 1/Λ3. However, all 7 operators operators violate B − L (see appendix A) and
so can generate signatures that have negligible SM backgrounds, improving their observability. In
this section we will consider one such case.
In the SM there are a variety of processes that contain two same-sign charged leptons in the
final state, However, because of lepton-number conservation, these leptons must be accompanied by
neutrinos leading to a significant amount of ‘missing’ energy. In contrast, L-violating dimension-7
operators can generate the same pair of same-sign charged leptons, but now without neutrinos or
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missing energy. Thus the absence of missing energy can be used to significantly suppress the SM
contribution, making this a good process in which to look for new physics.
We now provide the specific example of dimension 7 effective operators that can contribute to
the same-sign dilepton collider signal at LHC [70]. Specifically, we consider the PTG operators
O1 = (`cεDµφ)(`εDµφ) ; O3 = (`cεDµ`)(φεDµφ) , (74)
(cf. eq. (A11)). It is readily seen that in unitary gauge they both contain the same lepton-number
violating vertex involving two W gauge bosons and two left-handed charged leptons:
(`cεDµ`)(φεD









Note that O1, 3 violate lepton number by two units.
We define the linear combination
O`` = f1O1 + f3O3 , (76)
and consider its effect on same-sign dilepton production at the LHC, that is, in the process pp→
``jj, where ` = e, µ have the same sign, and the j denote light-quark jets. Since this reaction
violates lepton number there is no (perturbative) SM contribution and the cross section will scale
as Λ−6.
It is worth noting that though there are no contributions from dimension 6 operators, there are
contributions from diagrams containing two insertions of the dimension 5 operator eq. (69). We
do not include these because this same operator also generates Majorana masses for the neutrinos,
and so the corresponding graphs are of order (mν/v)
2, and therefore negligible. We also remark
that O`` contributes to neutrinoless double beta decay [95] and the experimental limits imply
Λ/f1,3 > 7.5 TeV assuming no cancellations.
In Fig. (2) we show the dominant parton level Feynman diagrams that contribute to the ``jj
final state generated by this operator. The calculation of the cross section σ(pp→ ``jj) is straight-
forward and was carried out using FeynRules [96] and MadGraph [97]
A detailed analysis for such a process and the SM background (mainly from tt̄ production) is
performed in [70]; the absence of a signal requires Λ > 327 GeV, which is the current collider limit
for the scale of the new physics that can generate O``. One can also obtain the reach of the high-
luminosity LHC for a CM energy of 14 TeV and an estimated integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1,
in this case a signal of 5 standard deviations above the SM (reducible) background would be seen
provided Λ ≤ 387 GeV.



















































































FIG. 2. Leading Feynman diagrams that contribute to pp → ``jj at the LHC; the eeWW vertex Eq. (75)
is generated by O`` in Eq. (76).
Though the above limits are modest compared to the ones obtained form neutrinoless double
beta decay, we highlight this calculation because it illustrates an important consideration in the
application of the effective theory. As emphasized in Sect. I B, the formalism is not applicable if
the energies involved are comparable or larger than Λ, and given the above limits on this scale
and the large CM energy of the LHC, it is important to verify that the calculations are in fact
reliable. For the case at hand the question is whether the heavy particle that generates O`` carries
an energy comparable to Λ. To investigate this we display in Fig. (3) the types of heavy physics
that could generate the operators in question at tree level; we see that there are two possible cases:
FIG. 3. Tree-level graphs that can generate the operators O1 and O3 by the exchange of a heavy fermion
(left) or scalar (right), both isotriplets with unit hypercharge (denoted by the thick internal lines).
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1. When the heavy particles carry a momentum equal to the invariant dilepton mass (Fig. 3,
right), in which case the heavy particle is a boson isotriplet of unit hypercharge; or,
2. When the heavy particles carry a momentum equal to the lepton-W invariant mass (Fig. 3,
left), in which case the heavy particle will be a heavy fermion isotriplet or isosinglet of zero
hypercharge.
A careful analysis shows that when Λ ∼ 400GeV case 1 is problematic, as the momentum of one
heavy boson is > Λ in a large region of phase space. Case 2, however, is different: the lepton-
W invariant mass peaks at an energy . 200 GeV, significantly below the limit on Λ. It follows
immediately that the limits quoted above are applicable for the case where the new heavy physics
corresponds to the same fermions associated with Type III seesaw mechanisms for neutrino mass
generation.
C. Example 3: discrete symmetries and flavor changing processes
As a last example of the applications of the SMEFT to high energy phenomenology we summa-
rize the results of the studies of tc production at an e+e− collider [98, 99]. This reaction has a very
small SM contribution that occurs at 1-loop and is GIM [100] suppressed, so it provides a sensitive
probe of possible flavor-changing effects in physics beyond the SM. Ignoring the SM contributions
the relevant graphs are those in Fig. 4. There are other related studies that are also of interest
such as e+e− → Ztc̄ which is sensitive to a flavor-changing htc vertex, and the W -fusion reaction
e+e− → νeν̄eW+W− → νeν̄etc̄, sensitive to the Ztc, htc and Wtd effective couplings; details can
be found in [98].
FIG. 4. Feynman diagrams that give rise to e+e− → tc̄ in the presence of effective Ztc and tcee couplings.
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Referring to tables I and II the operators that contribute to the process are
Ztc vertex : O(1,3)φq , Oφu
eetc vertex : O(1,3)lq , Oeu , Olu , Oqe , O
(1,3)
lequ . (77)
































lq , VRR = ceu , VLR = clu , VRL = cqe , SRR = −c
(1)




Assuming for simplicity that all coefficients are real, the total unpolarized cross section, plotted
in Fig. 5, is given by
σtc = σ0

























where aL,R were defined above, and bL = −1/2 + sin2 θw, bR = sin2 θw are the couplings of a Z-
boson to a left or a right-handed charged lepton, respectively. It is worth noting that there being
no significant SM contribution, the cross section scales as 1/Λ4; also, σ ∼ s/Λ4 for s  m2t , but
this expression is reliable only when
√
s is smaller than Λ.
Though full phenomenological analysis of the observability of these effects can now be carried
out, this lies beyond the scope of this review, and we refer the reader to the literature [98, 99] for
details.
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FIG. 5. Plot of σtc (in fb) as a function of the c.m. energy
√
s when Λ = 1 TeV. The following cases are
shown: all four-Fermi couplings are non-zero and equal 1, i.e., Vij = SRR = TRR = 1 = aL,R (solid line),
only TRR = 1 (dot-dashed line), only one of the vector couplings Vij equals 1 (dashed line), only SRR = 1
(dotted line) and either aL = 1 or aR = 1 with the four-Fermi couplings set to zero (long-dashed line).
VI. EFT FOR DM PHYSICS
A. DM physics
There are strong cosmological and astrophysical indications [101–103] of the presence of a
large amount of matter in the universe which has, apparently, very weak (if any) interactions with
electromagnetic radiation; accordingly it is referred to as dark matter (DM). The current prevalent
belief is that DM has a particle-physics origin [104], yet no evidence of DM has been found at
either direct detection or collider experiments (although some hints are there, most recently by
the XENON1T collaboration [105], and earlier by the DAMA-LIBRA collaboration [106]). The
hypothesis that DM is composed by one or more fundamental particles not present in the SM is
currently strongly favored because it can naturally explain the observed relic density [107–111]
and lead to the observed properties in the large scale structure of the universe [112]. At the same
time, the properties this type of DM candidates are consistent with the lack of signal in controlled
experiments.
The main constraint on particle DM models comes from its relic density, dictated by the data
obtained by satellite-borne experiments like WMAP [107–109] and PLANCK [110]. These obser-
vations indicate that about 26% of the energy density of the universe is made up of DM (when the
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universe is flat, as strongly favored by data [111] and theoretical arguments). In addition, possible
interactions of the dark sector with the SM are restricted by direct-detections experiments [105],
collider data [113–115] and indirect detection experiments [116–119].
Several mechanisms have been used to ensure the expected DM relic density, and it proves
useful to classify the models according to these. Broadly speaking there are two such mechanisms:
a ‘freeze out’ scenario, where the DM is assumed to have been in thermal equilibrium with the SM
in the early universe, but later decoupled; and a ‘freeze in’ scenario where the dark and SM sectors
have always been out-of equilibrium.
FIG. 6. Classification of possible particle DM candidates: WIMP, SIMP, FIMP (see text)
Most of the DM candidates considered in the literature fall in 3 categories: weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) [120]; strongly interacting massive particles (SIMP) [121]; and feebly
interacting massive particle (FIMP) [122]. Models with the first two usually rely on the freeze-out
scenario to meet the relic density constraint, while FIMP-based models use non-thermal freeze-in
processes. This DM taxonomy is summarized in Fig. 6. Historically the WIMP paradigm has been
the most popular. Most such models exhibit DM interactions with the SM via 2 → 2 processes
(see Fig. 7) 17, and are accessible for DM direct search and collider search experiments. We will
mostly discuss WIMP-like DM in the context of EFT, though we will also touch upon prospects
for a FIMP DM candidate.
The study of DM from an EFT viewpoint has been investigated by many authors and the
literature is extensive. Space and time restrictions prevents us form presenting a comprehensive
review of all these efforts; we will also fail to review all aspects of the few topics that we touch
17 Alternatives models where 3→ 2 processes dominate have also been studied [121, 123, 124].
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FIG. 7. Description of possible effects resulting from the interaction of a DM WIMP candidate with the
SM.
upon below. Our list of references will be tailored to the specific aspects of the topics discussed;
this in no way should be viewed as an implied criticism on the papers not included, but only as a
consequence of our working under the limitations just mentioned.
B. Decoupling case
In addition to having weak interactions with the SM (which is why DM is dark), any DM
candidate must be stable (or very long lived). One way of ensuring stability is to assume the dark
sector to have an exact, unbroken symmetry GDM under which all SM fields are invariant, but not
the dark ones. In this case the lightest dark particle with any given set of GDM quantum numbers
will be stable. Similarly, a simple way of ensuring that the dark sector is weakly coupled to the
SM is to assume all dark fields are invariant under the SM gauge group, GSM. In the following we
will adopt both these assumptions18.
In both WIMP and FIMP cases it is the interactions between the dark and SM sectors that
determine the DM abundance and possible production channels (see Fig. 7). Absent any clear
indication as to the nature of these interactions we follow the simplest possibility and assume they
are generated by the exchange of one or more particles that are invariant under both GDM and GSM;
following common usage we refer to these particles as mediators.
18 There are many models which contain particles that transform non-trivially under both GDM and GSM, the most
popular being supersymmetric models [119] where R-parity plays the role of GDM.
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where Λ = O(mediator mass), and OSM and ODM are invariant under both GSM and GDM; note that
ODM must have at least two dark-sector fields, since we assumed that all dark fields transform
non-trivially under GDM. Assuming that dark sector can contain scalars (Φ), Dirac fermions 20 (Ψ)
or vector bosons (X), one can construct DM-SM interaction operators up to any dimension; table
V shows operators up to dimension six [125–127] where we defined
O(4)SM ∈{|φ|4, |φ2|, ψ̄φψ
′





O(4)dark ∈{|Φ|4, |Φ2|, ΦΨ̄PL,RΨ, X2µν} ,
O(4)dark µν ∈{|Φ|†XµνΦ, ΦΨ̄σµνPL,RΨ, Ψ̄(γµDν − γνDµ)PL,RΨ} ; (83)
and













In these expressions ψ, ψ′ denote SM fermion fields 21 (such that all the above operators are gauge
invariant) and D the covariant derivative in the dark sector (replaced by an ordinary derivative if
the sector is not gauged). We note that some of the operators in table V may be absent for some
choices of GDM.
The phenomenology of all of these DM-SM interactions is not fully explored, but there have
been significant efforts in several directions. The best studied are category I (Higgs portal coupling)
[120, 128–130]; category III (neutrino portal coupling) [127, 131]; category VII (vector portal
coupling) [132, 133] and categories IV (spin-1 portal coupling) [133, 134].
The simplest choice of GDM is Z2, under which all field in the dark sector are odd and all SM fields
are even (and which would forbid |φ|2Φ3 in category II). There are, however, other possibilities;
for example, GDM can be a non-Abelian gauge symmetry with X the corresponding gauge boson
and Φ belonging to the adjoint representation so that ΦXµνB
µν is invariant under GDM ×GSM. The
operators shown in table V may further be classified depending on the choice of mediators, and
according to their LG and PTG character; for details, see [127].
19 The same approach can be followed if the SM is extended by the addition of right-handed neutrinos; in this case
the operators OSM are constructed using the fields in this extension of the SM; as far as the authors are aware this
scenario has not been fully explored in the literature.
20 Extension to Majorana fields is straightforward.
21 No PL,R projectors are included because all SM fermion fields have definite chirality.











6 VI (Ψ̄Φ2)(φT ε`) (Ψ̄Φ)/∂(φT ε`)
VII J µSMJdarkµ
VIII BµνO(4)µνdark
TABLE V. Effective operators list up to dimension 6 involving dark and SM fields; where φ stands for
the SM scalar isodoublet, B for the hypercharge gauge field, and ` is a left-handed lepton isodoublet; also,
ε = iσ2, where σ2 is the corresponding Pauli matrix. Dark scalars, Dirac dark fermions and vectors are
denoted by Φ, Ψ and X respectively. The operators O(4) in categories V and VIII are listed in eq. (83), and
the vector currents in category VII in eq. (84).
One may also consider the DM-SM operators when GSM is replaced by U(1)EM, the gauge group
for electromagnetism. This is adequate whenever the temperatures are low enough so that the SM
local symmetry is broken down to U(1)EM, in which case the relevant SM particles (at temperatures
above the QCD confinement transition) are the leptons, light quarks, the photon and, the gluon.
In particular, the operators containing two SM fermions take the form
scalar DM : |χ|2(ψΓψ), Γ = {1, γ5} ,
fermion DM : (χ̄Γχ)(ψΓψ), Γ = {1, γ5, γµ, γµγ5, σµν} , (85)
where χ denotes the DM field and ψ a SM fermion. We list these dimension 5 and 6 operators in
table VI [135]. The operators containing quarks are of special interest because the can contribute
not only to relic density, but can also be probed in direct-detection experiments and collider searches
at the LHC.
Operators with coefficients ∝ Λ−2 in table VI correspond to linear combinations of those in



























TABLE VI. Effective DM-SM operators assuming GSM = U(1)EM involving scalar DM (left), involving
Dirac fermion as DM (right) [135]. Generic quark fields are denoted by q (to differentiate from q that we
use to denote a SM left-handed quark isodoublet); see the text for comments on the operator coefficients.
categories V and VII in table V; those with coefficients ∝ Λ−3 to dimension 7 operators when
written in terms of SM fermions and scalars. For example, D1 is generated from operators of the
form (χ̄χ)(q̄φd) where, as before, q and d denote, respectively, the left-handed quark isodoublet
and right-handed down-type quark isosinglet fields; the factor of mq in the coefficient follows from
replacing φ by its vacuum expectation value and from assuming that the dimension-7 operator
coefficient is of the same order as the corresponding Yukawa coupling.
Missing from table VI are operators involving the photon field, and possible dark scalars or vec-
tors. These correspond to categories III, IV, V, VI and VIII in table V. For example, (Ψ̄Φ)(φT ε`) in
category III gives rise to (Ψ̄ΦPLν) of dimension 4, BµνΨ̄σ
µνΨ in category IV generates FµνΨ̄σ
µνΨ
of dimension 5, and Φ2G̃AµνG
Aµν of dimension 6 in category V is also of interest even below the
QCD confinement transition.
It is also worth noting that it is straightforward to extend the list of DM-SM effective opera-
tors to include the presence of light right-handed neutrinos; this approach is of interest because
it provides alternate avenues for understanding DM effects in conjunction with well-motivated ex-
planations for the presence of neutrino masses and the generation of the baryon asymmetry of the
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universe via leptogenesis in one framework; see for example, [136].
We now provide a few illustrations of this approach when considering the viability of a given
DM scenario.
C. Example 1: vector mediators at temperatures below ∼ 246 GeV.
At temperatures below both the mediator mass and the SM vacuum expectation value (∼
246 GeV) the relevant quark-DM interactions are given in table VI; for fermionic DM only OD5−D7
are suppressed only by 1/Λ2. In this section we will consider the case where the DM-SM interaction
is well described by
OD5 = (χ̄γµχ)(q̄γµq). (86)
This situation can be described by a simple model containing the fermionic DM candidate χ,
and vector mediator X (not to be mistaken with a possible component of the dark sector listed in




















where Dµ = ∂µ + igχXµ and 22 Dµ = ∂µ + igqXµ + igstAGAµ .
We will be interested in this model only as a simple pedagogical realization of the effective DM-
SM interactions in eq. (86) (often called ‘simplified model’), and so we will only consider this aspect
of the associated phenomenology. We will ignore other constraining aspects, namely, the fact that
the mediator X also generates 4-quark interactions that are severely restricted [83]: Λ/gq & 5 TeV.
this simplified model is certianly not unique, see for example [137].
The model is invariant under the following gauge transformation
Xµ → Xµ + ∂µω , s→ s+ ω , ψ → e−igψωψ (ψ = χ, q) . (88)
In the unitary gauge, where s = 0, the X equation of motion is simply
(
ηµν − ∂µ∂ν +M2X ηµν
)




22 Here gs denotes the strong coupling constant, t
A the SU(3) color generators in the fundamental representation,
and GAµ the gluon fields.
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At energies below MX this has the simple solution Xµ = jµ/M
2
X , which, when substituted into














This process is illustrated in Fig. 8. This argument shows that for energies below MX one can use
LDM−SM interchangeably 23.
FIG. 8. Diagram illustrating the generation of the effective operator portal OD5 in a simplified model (see
text).
Now, for perturbation theory to be valid we must have gχ, q . 4π; in addition, for the mediator









Next we calculate the relic density and determine its constraints on the parameter space of the
model. As mentioned before, we assume χ to be a WIMP-like fermion DM candidate that was in
thermal and chemical equilibrium with the hot soup of SM particles at early universe, and which
decouples at some later epoch. The the relic density within the WIMP scenario (for a pedagogical
discussion see Ref. [139]) is based on the solution to the following Boltzmann equation:
dY
dx





Y 2 − Y 2eq
)
, (92)
23 It is worth noting that currently available calculation tools such as MicroOmegas [138] and MadGraph [97] can have
difficulties in dealing with Leff , so using LDM−SM may be advantageous for this practical reason.
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where Mpl denotes the Planck mass, Y = n/s (n is the DM density, s is the total entropy density)





and gDM is the DM number of internal states and we assumed Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics; g∗









giθ(T −mi) ; (94)
here gi are the internal degrees of freedom of particle i with mass mi.
Finally, 〈σv〉2DM→2SM denotes the thermal average of the cross-section×velocity for the process

























= a+ bv2 , (95)
wheremq is the quark mass, v is the Möller velocity v =
√
(pχ.pχ̄)2 −m4DM/(EχEχ̄). This interaction
then gives rise to s-wave (∝ a) and p-wave (∝ b) contributions (see [139] for details).









where h ∼ 0.674 is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km/s/Mpc, ΩDM = ρDM/ρc, and ρc, ρDM de-
note the critical and DM densities, respectively; xf = mDM/Tf , with Tf the freeze-out temperature,
corresponding to the time where Y − Yeq ' Yeq (in practice xf ∼ 20− 25). This expression for the
relic density should be compared to the current PLANCK result [111]
ΩDMh
2 = 0.11933± 0.00091 (97)
that corresponds to 〈σv〉2DM→2SM ∼ 1.5× 10
−9 GeV−2, which is also a typical cross-section for the
weak interactions; hence the generic name WIMP associated with this type of model. We can now
use eqs. (95) to (97) to constrain the parameters of the model {mDM, Λ, gχ, gq}
The operator OD5 can also contribute to coherent DM-nucleon scattering probed in direct search
experiments [105]. Again citing only the final expressions (for a derivation see [118]) the corre-
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sponding amplitude is given by
























where mN denotes the nucleon mass, and Z and A, respectively, the proton and nucleon numbers
of the target nucleus. The numerical parameters f
(n,p)
Tq
represent the values of appropriate nuclear
form factors that embody the nuclear physics effects of the scattering process under consideration;










= 0.0447 [138]. The latest experimental XENON1T limits [105] require the DM-
Nucleon spin-independent cross-section (corresponding to eq. (98)) to be less than ∼ 10−47cm2 for
DM mass ∼ 100 GeV, which leads to a further restriction on the model parameters.
FIG. 9. Available parameter space for DM operator of the form 1Λ2χγ
µχqγµq from relic density (black line),
direct search bound from XENON1T (red thick line), future sensitivity at XENON-nT (red dashed line)
and EFT limit as in Eq. 91 (orange line). Shaded region indicates allowed parameter space from respective
constraint(s).
In Fig. 9, we show the constraints on this EFT operator model from relic density (black thick
line), direct search bound from XENON1T (red thick line and above), future direct search sensi-
tivity in XENON-nT (red dashed line and above), and the validity of EFT eq. (91) (orange thick
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line), assuming gχ = gq = 1. We see that, in fact, there are no allowed values of {Λ, mDM}, and one
can check that is continues to hold for all values of gq, χ: this model is ruled out.
This situation is common to most of the operators which contribute to spin-independent 24 direct
search cross-sections in single-portal models: the direct detection constraints allow only relatively
small couplings, wile the relic abundance data demands relatively large ones. In contrast, operators
like D6 and D7 in Table VI contribute only to the DM-SM spin-dependent cross sections that are
much smaller (the amplitude is not ∝ A, Z as in eq. (98) ), and for which existing constraints
are weaker (see for example latest PANDA bound [142]); models with these portal operators are
allowed [143].
Alternatively, we can imagine that the mediator X also couples to the leptons 25 ` with gauge
coupling g`, so that at energies below MX the effective interaction (χ̄γ
µχ)(¯̀γµ`) is also generated.
If gq = g` the model is again disallowed, but if g`  gq the relic abundance constraint can be met
due to the relatively large leptonic cross section, while the small quark coupling allows meeting the
direct detection limit.
Regarding a more general analyses we mention a few: a limited study of DM EFT operators
involving leptons was carried out in [144], [133] provided a study of the viability of the operator
portals in Table V when the DM candidate mass is below mz/2, DM as singlet Majorana fermion
have been considered in [145, 146].
D. Example 2: freeze-in scenario in DM-EFT
DM can also reach the correct relic density via the so-called freeze-in scenario, which occurs
when the DM-SM interactions are extremely weak. In this case, DM density is assumed to be
zero in the very early universe Y (x ∼ 0) = 0 (unlike the WIMP case, where Y (x ∼ 0) = Yeq;
see eqs. (92) and (93)) and increases from the annihilation or decay products of other particles
that are in thermal equilibrium. The relic density can again be obtained from the solution of the
appropriate Boltzmann equation, with the difference that now the initial DM density is zero.
As an illustration of this scenario we consider the portal described by the following operator in
category IV (cf. table V)
OIV = BµνXµνΦ . (99)
24 The nomenclature corresponds to the nucleon interactions: a vector quark current generates a coupling independent
of the nucleon spin, while the coupling generated by an axial-vector quark current is proportional to the nucleon
spin.
25 These are the fields after spontaneous symmetry breaking, to be distinguished from the left-handed lepton isodou-
blets l.
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It is straightforward to show that this effective operator cannot be generated at tree level in a
theory with scalar, vector and fermions, so its coefficient will be naturally small (if the theory is
also weakly-coupled). For simplicity we assume that the dark symmetry that stabilizes the DM
candidate against decay is simply a ‘dark parity’ (a Z2 symmetry) under which both Φ and X
transform odd.
We now assume that the dark sector in this model contains only the scalar and the vector in OIV;
in this case the lighter of these particles will be the DM candidate. Here we will consider the case of
vector DM, so that mΦ > mX , and assume the Φ are in thermal bath thanks to |Φ|2|φ|2 interaction
and produce the X through the decay Φ → XB (or, at temperatures below that of electroweak
symmetry breaking, Φ → XZ, Xγ), see Fig. 10); in addition, there are scattering processes that
also produce the X as shown in Fig. 11. We emphasize that we assume these processes are rare
because of the weak ΦBX coupling, in particular, the X never equilibrates with Φ and SM bath.
FIG. 10. Decay of Φ→ XB before EWSB and Φ→ Xγ(Z) after EWSB, which contributes to the freeze-in
production of X.
Then, assuming the initial abundance for DM (X) to be zero, neglecting Pauli blocking and
stimulated emission effects, with dominant DM production coming from Φ→ BX, the Boltzmann
equation (BEQ) for DM yield (Yx = nX/s) as a ratio of DM number density nX and the comoving









TK1 (mΦ/T ) , (100)







(2π)4 δ4 (pX + pB − pΦ) dΠXdΠB, (101)
where |M|2Φ→X,B is the matrix element for the decay and dΠ = d3p/[2E (2π)
3] the Lorentz-invariant
phase-space elements.
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FIG. 11. Annihilations via t-channel (top) and s-channel (bottom) leading to the production of VDM X
before EWSB. The diagrams with Goldstone bosons (φ0,±) identically vanish, leaving only two diagrams
with SM fermions (f). From these diagrams, one may easily compute diagrams that contribute to Dm
production after EWSB.
The total DM density per entropy is obtained by adding the contributions from annihilation
processes (Fig. 11), together with the contribution from decay, add to the total DM yield upon
integration over temperature (T ):






































i, j, k denote particles in the initial and final state (Fig. 11) s(T ) the entropy density and s̄ the
CM energy squared; Tmin = 2.7K represents present temperature of Universe, while maximum
temperature available can be assumed to be the reheat temperature Tmax = TRH, characteristic
to the reheating phase expected at the end of the inflationary epoch [139]; this is essentially a
free parameter as is very loosely bounded from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, which requires TRH &
4.7 MeV [147], while simple inflationary scenarios require TRH ∼ 1016 GeV [148] for a successful
inflation. This parameter can be chosen large or small and is crucial in freeze-in description for
DM, we can therefore choose the following hierarchy:
Λ & TRH > mΦ > mX , (103)
There are two interesting special cases of eq. (103): (i) when TRH  mΦ (“ultraviolet” freeze
in [149]), when significant DM production occurs at very high temperatures and the freeze-in
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temperature TFI ∼ TRH, (xFI . 10−4); and (ii) when TRH & mΦ (“infrared” freeze-in), where DM
production is slow and freeze-in occurs at a low temperature TFI ∼ mDM (typically xFI ∼ 1 − 5),
and where renormalizable (dimension ≤ 4) operators are the main interactions responsible for DM
production. Choosing, for example [134], mΦ = 500 GeV,mX = 100 GeV, the ultraviolet scenario
corresponds to TRH = 10
8 GeV and Λ ' 1016 GeV; while in the infrared scenario TRH = 1 TeV, Λ '
1013 GeV. An illustration of these two cases and the comparison to the freeze-out scenario is
presented in Fig. 12.
The freeze-in paradigm of DM in the EFT context has also been carried out in many other
contexts, see for example [145, 150].
FIG. 12. A cartoon illustration of the evolution of the DM abundance Y in the ultraviolet and infrared
freeze-in scenarios (purple and blue lines, respectively) compared to the freeze-out scenario (green line).
E. Example 3: Collider searches for DM
DM collider searches provide an independent tool for probing the dark sector, though due
to their assumed weak interactions with the SM, dark particles would not be seen directly, and
their presence must be inferred using other signatures. The standard approach is based on the
observation that the total momentum transverse to the colliding beams is very small, therefore,
if dark particles are produced at a collision, the transverse momentum they carry as they leave
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the detector must be balanced by the momentum of another particle which may be detected. The
simplest signal is then the production of a single SM particle with large transverse momentum or
missing energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 for DM production at the LHC; the details of this
DM search strategy at the LHC is elaborated in many articles (see for example, [135, 151]).
FIG. 13. Production of dark particles in association with a gluon jet, photon, Z or W± to give rise mono-X
signatures.
In this section we will assume, as an illustrative example of this approach to DM detection,
that the leading SM-DM interactions are well described by the operator OD5 = (χ̄γµχ)(q̄γµq) in
Table VI generates mono-X (X can be jet or photon, W,Z etc.) plus missing energy as shown by
some example graphs in Fig. 13. For the calculations described below it is important to note that
the new-physics process in Fig. 13 has an important irreducible SM background process: neutrino
production in association with a photon or gluon via an intermediate Z boson: qq̄ → Z + γ/g →
νν̄ + γ/g; in addition, an important reducible background is qq̄
′ → W± + γ/g → ν`± + γ/g,
when the charged lepton (`±) is soft and missed at the detector provides a background for mono-
photon/mono-jet signal.
With these assumptions the calculation is straightforward: knowing the interaction Lagrangian
(∝ OD5), standard field-theory technology can be used to obtain the number of DM pairs produced
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in association with a jet or photon, which can then be compared to the SM background. For a
given luminosity one can then determine the region in the Λ −mDM plane where the LHC would
be able to experimentally detect the production of DM using this signature. Though in principle
straightforward, a realistic calculation is involved and we refer the reader to the literature for the
details [143, 152–155]. The final result is relatively simple: the absence of a signal in this channel
at the LHC with 13 TeV C.M. energy [156], implies Λ > 1 TeV for mDM . 250 GeV (beyond this
value the cross section drops significantly), whenever the EFT parameterization remains valid.
In closing this section we note that it is important to note that the parameter space is further
restricted by the relic density and direct search constraints; the interplay of DM direct search
versus collider search using an EFT parameterization has been studied in several publications, see,
for example, [143, 157, 158].
1. Simplified Model Approach
The use of EFT in practical calculations for DM production at hadron colliders presents a
serious practical obstacle. As we have repeatedly noted, the effective parameterization is valid
only if the typical energy associated with an effective operator lies well below the NP scale Λ; for
the process in Fig. 13 this means that the χχ̄ and/or the qχ̄ invariant masses must lie below Λ.
Unfortunately, neither of these quantities can be measured: the quark energies are known only as
a distribution determined by their distribution functions inside the proton, and only the transverse
momentum of the DM pair can be measured, not their total momentum (or energy). As a result,
the applicability of the EFT approach is difficult to guarantee.
Faced with this, a natural alternative is to adopt a specific model containing a mediator. Cal-
culations can then be carried out using standard field-theory technology and simulation packages;
if desired, one can then translate the results to the EFT language. For the above example the
natural model is the one already discussed in section VI C: at energies well below MX (see eq. (87))
the model generates OD5 with Λ2 = −M2X /(gχgq) as noted in eq. (90). Calculations are significantly
simplified by implementing the Lagrangian in eq. (87) within Feynrules [96], or CalcHep [159],
and then using simulation packages like Madgraph [97] and Pythia [160] to generate mono-X plus
missing energy events.
As an introduction to this approach we present here the results of a simpler calculation: DM pair
production the the LHC, (without requiring the additional photon or gluon; processes containing
one (or more) SM particles with high transverse momentum plus “missing” transverse energy have
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been studied extensively in the literature, see for example [152–155]). Taking 26 gχ = gq = 1, so
that Λ = MX one can then calculate the total cross section for pp→ χχ at the LHC (Fig. 14); the
shaded area labeled Mχ = mDM < Λ/2 = MX/2 corresponds to the region where EFT is applicable.
FIG. 14. DM production cross-section as a function of DM mass (Mχ = mDM) at LHC for
√
s = 14 TeV for
the operator OD5 of Table VI generated by mediator of mass MX = Λ= 1000 GeV; EFT is applicable within
the shaded region (see text).
To ensure that we probe effective theory only at collider, effective/invariant mass of the final
state particles produced (if a, b are the final state particles then, Mab =
√
(pa + pb)2) should be
less than NP scale involved in the operator, i.e Mab < Λ. However, for DM production, the final
state particles (excepting the radiated X) remain invisible and hence Mab is not calculable. This is
added by the fact that at hadron collider, the subprocess c.o.m energy is also not known. Therefore,
one may define a fraction of the total signal events which passes a cut Qtr < Λ, where Qtr defines





Thereafter, one can find the parameter space of the effective operator framework where signal
events rises over SM background fluctuation, for different arbitrarily chosen cuts of RΛ. The cut
can be varied from a stringent 10% to a more lenient 70%. For a detailed discussion on the validity
of DM EFT in context of s-channel, t-channel mediators at LHC, see [161–163]. However, at e−e+
collider, such problem won’t arise due to the known initial state. Therefore Qtr =
√
s is known
and EFT limit can therefore be satisfied for a given new physics scale Λ for any DM EFT operator
connecting to leptons.
26 Different values of the couplings can be obtained by appropriately rescaling Λ in the results below.
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F. Example 4: neutrino portal dark matter.
Of the dimension 5 operators in table V the one in category III,







describes a type of DM that interacts mainly through the neutrinos. The dark sector contains, at
the least, a fermion Ψ and a scalar Φ that, for consistency (and naturality), must also have a Higgs
portal coupling OI = |φ|2|Φ|2. The operator OIII can be generated at tree level, which we assume
(see below for a specific model).
If the Φ is heavier than the Ψ it will decay promptly, Φ→ Ψν though the interaction provided
by eq. (105); in this case the dark fermion is the DM candidate 27. In this scenario the ΨΦν
DM-neutrino vertex generates the leading DM-SM interaction 28 and determines the DM relic
abundance (cf. Fig. 15). In contrast, we assume that the DM couplings to the quarks occurs
through the exchange of vector bosons and the Higgs (see Fig. 16), and that the ΨΨZ, ΨΨH
couplings, described by the operators in categories II and VII, occur only at 1 loop 29, which
ensures that the coupling of the DM to the nucleons is naturally suppressed.
FIG. 15. Annihilation channels for DM (Ψ) to neutrinos providing the leading DM-SM interaction in the
neutrino-portal scenario; the heavy dots denote vertices generated by OIII in eq. (105).
With these ingredients one can apply the (by now) standard machinery to determine the re-
strictions on the operator coefficients derived from relic abundance, direct and indirect detection
and collider constraints, the procedure is similar to the one described in more detail in section VI C
and will not be further pursued here; full details can be found in [127].
These features allow the model to meet all experimental and observational constraints without
fine tuning and without severe restrictions on the DM mass, hence the interest in eq. (105). In
27 The opposite holds if the dark scalars are lighter; we will not consider this scenario here.
28 The ΨΦνH in OIII does not have a significant phenomenological impact.
29 Operators OII, VII in table V are PTG; we justify below our assumption that they are loop generated within the
present scenario.
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FIG. 16. Leading couplings of the DM to the quarks (q, b, c) charged leptons (l, τ) within the neutrino
portal scenario. The heavy dots refer to vertices derived from operators in categories II and VII of table V,
assumed to be loop-generated (see text).
contrast, models where operators in categories I and II of table V provide the leading DM-SM
couplings require large DM masses or mDM ∼ mH/2 (for recent discussions see eg. [164, 165]).
Note also that category IV operators are loop generated and have difficulties satisfying the relic
abundance requirement in a freeze-out scenario (see Sect. VI D). The thermal-averaged cross












where mDM = mΨ, cIII is the coefficient of the neutrino portal operator in eq. (105), and Λ is the
mass scale of the mediator(s) that generate this operator. As in previous sections, this expression
can be used in eq. (92) to calculate the DM relic abundance [139]. Because of the small error on
this quantity (cf. eq. (97)) the effect of this constraint is to impose a relation between the model
parameters contributing to eq. (106).

















Ψ + · · · , (107)
where we assumed that the type II and VII operators are loop generated, so we wrote the operator
coefficients as cII, VII/(16π
2) with cII, VII = O(1). This can then be used to obtain the DM-nucleon
cross section, determine the values of Λ and cII, VII allowed by the current limits.
It is worth noting that from the effective-theory point of view the operator coefficients con-
tributing to the relic abundance and direct detection are independent, so meeting the correspond-
ing constraints is straightforward. This will not necessarily be the case for specific models that
realize the neutrino portal scenario. We now turn to this ‘ultraviolet completion’ to illustrate the
interplay of the effective theory and model building approaches.
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1. Ultraviolet completion
Constructing a model that leads to a tree-generated OIII in eq. (105) is straightforward [166].
It is only necessary to note that the two factors in the operator can be generated by the exchange
of a mediator fermion χ with couplings Ψ̄Φχ and χ̄φT ε`. Specifically, the Lagrangian is given by
L =LSM + χ̄(i/∂ −mDM)χ+ F̄ (i/∂ −M)F + |∂Φ|2 −m2Φ|Φ|2
−
(
l̄Y (ν)Fφ̃+ χ̄y†DMFΦ + H.c.
)
− λx|Φ|2|φ|2 , (108)
where F denote the Dirac fermion mediators, assumed to be 3 in number, and χ the fermionic DM
field; Y (ν) denote the mediator-SM Yukawa couplings and yDM the mediator-DM ones. As noted
above we also assume mDM < mΦ; generation numbers are not displayed.
At this point it is worth pausing to compare and contrasting the EFT and model approaches.
In the first one we have a large number of unknown parameters (the operator coefficients) which
reduces predictability, but facilitates accommodating experimental constraints. In a model the
number of parameters is reduced, so there are, in general, more observables that can be predicted;
however, meeting all experimental constraints may prove more challenging. We now illustrate this
using the comparing the above model to the neutrino portal EFT.
The first thing to notice is that upon spontaneous symmetry breaking the mediators F will mix
with the SM neutrinos:
l̄Y (ν)Fφ̃
SSB−→ vSMν̄LY (ν)F + · · · , (109)
so that the mass eigenstates will be linear combinations of F and ν, one, which we denote by N will
be heavy (mass ∼M), the other, nL will be massless and corresponds to the physical neutrinos 30;
because of the mixing, the couplings of the nL to the W and Z bosons will be different from those
of the νL . The second thing to notice is that this mixing also generates a nχΦ coupling which in
its turn will generate χχZ and χχH vertices at 1 loop, see Fig. 17; these realizes the assumption
made in the EFT approach eq. (107).
In contrast the modification to the neutrino couplings to the W and Z were not included in
the EFT discussion. These are described by the effective operators O(1,3)φl in table I; these can
certainly be added to the effective theory and the corresponding coefficients constrained by current
electroweak data. The difference is that within the context of this model, the coefficients of these
30 Generating a small mass for the nL can be achieved by giving the F a small Majorana mass.
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FIG. 17. One loop graphs generating the leading DM coupling to the Z and H bosons for the model of
eq. (108).
purely SM operators are related to those describing DM-SM interactions; specifically, we have
∆Γ(Z → nn) ∼ η2 , η ∼ vSM
Λ
Y (ν) , 〈σv〉ΨΨ→νν ∼ η
2 × y2DM . (110)
In order to obey the constraints on the invisible Z width η must be small, but then the relic
abundance requirement demands yDM to be relatively large, and this imposes significant restrictions
on parameter space as yDM must also be small enough for the theory to remain perturbative (a tacit
assumption throughout).
There are additional constraints to be included: the W -boson couplings to the leptons are
also modified, so restrictions follow from τ → ννµ, ννe and π → νµ decays; for sufficiently light
N , the model allows the decays H → Nn, NN and, at 1-loop, H → ΨΨ when mH > 2mDM,
all of which are constrained by the limits on the Higgs invisible width. The process followed in
the EFT approach can now be repeated, and the allowed regions in parameter space identified.
One finds that, mΦ > mDM + 10 GeV, the electroweak and relic-abundance restrictions allow only
mDM . 35 GeV, or mDM ∼ mH/2, providing another illustration of the restrictions that often occur
when a specific model is used. Details can be found in [166].
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The effective theory approach is an important tool in studying physics beyond the SM; recently
it has received additional attention because of the absence of a specific hint as to the specific nature
of that new physics, aside from the very strong indications that it is present. In this review we
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have touched upon several aspects of effective theories, describing several important theoretical
and phenomenological aspects such as the decoupling theorem, the role of gauge invariance, the
equivalence theorem and the effects and characterization of loop and tree level generated operators.
We listed all effective operators relevant for the SM up to dimension 7 (assuming weakly coupled
and decoupling heavy physics) allowing for the possibility that light right-handed neutrinos are
present. We argued that tree-generated operators of dimension ≤ 6 are sufficient for studying
most types of new physics effects, though we also noted that higher-dimensional or loop-generated
operators must sometimes be considered.
There is a monumental body of literature devoted to the phenomenology of effective theo-
ries, studying all aspects of possible deviations from the SM, and recently global analyses of the
constraints on the Wilson coefficients have become available (see, e.g. [167]; for a review see [2]).
Areas of particular interest include Higgs, top-quark and vector-boson physics, and flavor-changing
processes; this review contains examples of such applications.
As noted above, the EFT approach is readily extended to the study of DM-DM and DM-SM
interactions. Given our current ignorance of the nature of DM these studies must allow for a
variety of DM candidates. We provided the relevant effective operators assuming that the DM-
SM interactions are generated by the exchange of neutral mediators, and briefly discussed some
applications intended as illustrations of the possible effects that can be described using the effective
theory approach, including model realizations of the effective theory. We may also note here that
we are unaware of a comprehensive review of DM physics in an EFT context, so we hope that,
despite the various gaps we have noted, the discussion here presented will be of use and interest.
We concentrated on two general aspects of effective theory (weakly-coupled and decoupling NP
effects in the SM, and mediator driven DM-SM interactions), but there are many other paradigms
where effective theory is useful. These include, among others, low energy QCD [38, 168–170],
strongly coupled new physics beyond the SM [40, 171–178] baryogenesis [176, 179–181] and lep-
togenesis [136, 182]. The effective theory parameterization is also becoming a standard way of
presenting constraints on new physics at the LHC, another aspect of the field that we have not
reviewed in any detail. Despite these limitations, this review (hopefully) serves the purpose of
sketching a broad picture of the effective theory approach, and will attract researchers to con-
tribute to this field in this exciting era of high luminosity (high statistics) to probe fundamental
physics.
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Appendix A: SMEFT dimension 7 operators
In this appendix we provide the list of dimension 7 operators for the case of a single family
(flavor diagonal case); more details can be found in [70]. The extension to multiple families can be
found in [71].
To simplify the notation we find it useful to define the composite operators
N = φ†ε` ; E = φ†` , (A1)
The nomenclature is motivated by the fact that, in the unitary gauge N, E have terms proportional
to the left-handed neutrino and electron fields, respectively.
In dimension 7, one can classify the operators in the following categories:
a. Operators with 2 fermions
These operators are of the form 31
ψTCΓψ′ϕrDs , r + s = 4, r, s ≥ 0 , (A2)
where ϕ denotes φ or φ̃ = εφ∗, ψ a fermion in the νSM,
ψ ∈ {q, u, d, `, e, ν, qc, uc, dc, `c, ec, νc} , (A3)
C is Dirac charge conjugation matrix, the charge conjugate fields are defined as ψc = Cψ̄T , and
Γ = {1, γµ, σµν}, where σµν = i2 [γ
µ, γν ]. All these operators conserve baryon number but violate
lepton number by two units: |∆L| = 2, ∆B = 0.
• r = 4, s = 0. 2 PTG operators:
(N cN)|φ|2, νcν|φ|4 . (A4)













Dµ φ = φ
†Dµφ− (Dµφ)†φ.
31 Field strength tensors correspond to [D,D] commutators contained in terms with s = 2 in Eq. (A2).
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µνN)Bµν , |φ|2(νcσµνν)Bµν ;
(A6)
where Wµν = τ
IW Iµν .















ρσ denote the dual tensors.
• r = 0, s = 4. 6 LG operators:
νcν × {(GAµν)2, (W Iµν)2, (Bµν)2, (G̃AµνGAµν), (W̃ IµνW Iµν), (B̃µνBµν)}. (A8)
b. Operators with 4 fermions
These operators are of the form ψ4D (operators with 4 fermions and one covariant derivative)
or ψ4ϕ (operators with 4 fermions and one scalar); they all violate |B − L| by two units with
|∆B| = 0, 1.




Dµ R) , (L1σ
µνL2)Dµ(L3γνR) ; (A9)
where L and R denote, respectively, left and right-handed fermion fields.
• ψ4φ: 33 PTG operators. Using Fierz transformations one can readily see that these take
one of the two forms:
(LT1 CL2)(L
T




1 CR2)ϕ ; (A10)
where ϕ = φ, φc.
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The allowed field combinations are listed in table VII for a single family. In certain cases,
however, the operators vanish when some of the fields are in the same family; those operators
can be found in [71].
L1 L2 L3 R ∆L ∆B
1 dc dc dc e 1 −1
2 dc ` ` u 2 0
3 dc ` dc qc 1 −1
4 q dc ` ν 2 0
5 q ` dc ν 2 0
6 dc ` q ν 2 0
7 ` ec ` ν 2 0
8 q uc νc `c −2 0
9 q νc uc `c −2 0
10 uc νc q `c −2 0
11 uc νc ec d −2 0
12 uc ec νc d −2 0
13 νc ec uc d −2 0
14 uc dc dc ν 1 −1
15 q νc q d −1 1
16 q νc νc qc −2 0
17 uc νc νc u −2 0
18 dc νc νc d −2 0
19 ` νc νc `c −2 0
20 νc ec νc e −2 0
21 νc νc νc ν −2 0
O = (LT1 CL2)(LT3 CL4)ϕ
L1 L2 L3 L4 ∆L ∆B ϕ
1 ` ` ` ec 2 0 φ
2 q dc ` ` 2 0 φ
3∗∗ q ` ` dc 2 0 φ
4 uc dc dc ` 1 −1 φ
5 dc dc dc ` 1 −1 φ̃
6 uc ` dc dc 1 −1 φ
7 q uc νc ec −2 0 φ̃
8 q ec νc uc −2 0 φ̃
9∗ q q q νc −1 1 φ̃
10 q uc νc νc −2 0 φ
11 q dc νc νc −2 0 φ̃
12 q νc νc uc −2 0 φ
13 q νc νc dc −2 0 φ̃
14 ` ec νc νc −2 0 φ̃
15 ` νc νc ec −2 0 φ̃
16 ` νc νc νc −2 0 φ
O = (LT1 CL2)(RT1 CR2)ϕ
L1 L2 R1 R2 ∆L ∆B ϕ
1 dc ` u e 2 0 φ
2 ` ` qc u 2 0 φ
3∗ q q d `c −1 1 φ̃
4 q ec d d −1 1 φ̃
5 q dc ν e 2 0 φ
6 uc ` u ν 2 0 φ
7 dc ` u ν 2 0 φ̃
8 dc ` d ν 2 0 φ
9 ` ec ν e 2 0 φ
10∗∗ q ` qc ν 2 0 φ
11 ` ` `c ν 2 0 φ
12 q νc u d −1 1 φ̃
13 q νc d d −1 1 φ
14 q uc ν ν 2 0 φ
15 q dc ν ν 2 0 φ̃
16 ` ec ν ν 2 0 φ̃
17 ` νc ν ν 2 0 φ
TABLE VII. Field combinations that can contribute to the operators containing 4 fermions, with one
derivative and no scalar fields (left column) – eq. (A9), and with one scalar and no derivatives (center and
right columns) – eq. (A10). The entries with one (two) asterisks have 2 (3) possible SU(2) contractions
(assuming only family-diagonal couplings, see text).
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Amongst operators those do not contain right handed neutrinos 20 are PTG operators:
O1 = (`cεDµφ)(`εDµφ), O2 = (ecγµN)(φεDµφ), O3 = (`cεDµ`)(φεDµφ), O4 = N c(DµφεDµ`)
O5 = (N c`)ε(ē`), O6 = (N cN)|φ|2, O7 = [N cσµν(φεWµν`)], O8 = (N cσµνN)Bµν
O9 = (d̄q)ε(N c`), O10 = [(qcφ)ε`)(d̄`), O11 = (N cq)ε(d̄`), O12 = (`cεq)(d̄N)
O13 = (d̄N)(uTCe), O14 = (N c`)(q̄u), O15 = (ūdc)(d̄N), O16 = [qc(φ†q)]ε(¯̀d)
O17 = (qcεq)(N̄d), O18 = (d̄dc)(d̄E), O19 = (ēφ†q)(dcd), O20 = (ūN)(d̄dc)
(A11)
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